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Edited Naive BayesJ. M. Mart��nez-Otzeta, B. Sierra, E. Lazkano,M. Ardaiz, E. JauregiDepartment of Computer Siene and Arti�ial IntelligeneUniversity of the Basque CountryP. Manuel Lardizabal 1, 20018 Donostia-San Sebasti�anBasque Country, Spainhttp://www.s.ehu.es/wrobotbmaotj�si.ehu.esAbstratNaive Bayes is a well-known and studied algorithm both in statistis and mahine learning. Bayesian learningalgorithms represent eah onept with a single probabilisti summary. This paper presents a variant of theNaive Bayes method, in whih the original training set is augmented in the following fashion: Leave-One-Out proedure is applied over the training set, and inorretly lassi�ed instanes aording to Naive Bayesmodel are dupliated. The augmented dataset is used to indue the model. The motivation behind this ideais that giving more importane to hard instanes (in this ase, dupliating them) might ontribute to makethe model more aurate over that subset of the instane spae. We have tested this algorithm over 41 UCIdatasets. The results suggest that the hane of obtaining a signi�ant better performane than with theoriginal Naive Bayes approah are muh greater than the opposite.Keywords: Naive Bayes, Data Mining, Mahine Learning, Supervised Classi�ation.1 IntrodutionIn the supervised learning task [17℄, the main goalis to indue a lassi�ation model from a giventraining database for whih we know the label-ing of every sample. Existing paradigms omefrom the world of the Arti�ial Intelligene andare grouped in the family of Mahine Learning(ML).The goal of supervised learning is to predit thelass labels of examples that have not been seen;for this purpose a subset of ases are left out of themodel onstrution and onstitute the so alledtest database. The training-test division of thewhole database is performed more than one for

a number of random partitions in order to showthe soundness and generalization apabilities ofthe indued lassi�ers.The Naive Bayes algorithm is one of the old-est and most well-known mahine learning ap-proahes [16℄. To make the probability basedlassi�ation omputation feasible, Naive Bayesassume independene among the variables, in anaive fashion. Suh assumption in real problemsis ertainly a simplisti one. But, despite thisobjetion, Naive Bayes works rather well whentested on atual databases, partiularly whenombined with some attribute seletion proe-dure.On the other hand, many lines of researh haveInteligenia Arti�ial, Revista Iberoameriana de Inteligenia Arti�ial. No.31 (2006), pp. 63-69.ISSN: 1137-3601. AEPIA (http://www.aepia.dsi.upv.es/)



64 Inteligenia Arti�ial V. 10, NÆ 31, 2006dealt with the task of editing the training set inorder to ahieve better results. We ould inludein that family, for example:� Prototype seletion. Tehniques have beendeveloped to selet a subset of the wholeset of instanes while maintaining auray.Widely used as a omputational load im-provement in Nearest Neighbors methods[3℄.� Attribute seletion [9, 7, 8, 19℄. Detetion ofirrelevant or redundant attributes an leadto better results in auray as well as inomputational load.� Bagging [2℄. Building models over di�erentsubsamples of a unique database and thenombining the di�erent outomes, typiallyby voting, has shown to be a useful way ofimproving auray with respet to the basemodel.� Boosting [4℄. Instead of making subsam-pling as in bagging, the whole dataset isused to indue several lassi�ers in an it-erative manner. The di�erene among eahexeution is that mislassi�ed instanes inNth step, will have a greater weight in(N + 1)th step, in order to make the al-gorithm fous on hard instanes. The �naloutome of the algorithm is the result of avoting among all the previously built mod-els.In this paper a new variant of the Naive Bayesalgorithm is presented and tested. An editionof the training set is made, in the followingfashion: �rst, Leave-One-Out proedure is ap-plied over the training set, and inorretly las-si�ed instanes aording to Naive Bayes modelare dupliated. The set built adding the du-pliated instanes to the original training set isused to indue the model. This proedure anbe also viewed as a way of auto-boosting wherehard instanes are given more importane (du-pliating them in the training set) in order tomake the algorithm fous on the instane sub-set that has turned to be more diÆult to or-retly lassify. Experimental results have beenobtained using all the UCI datasets of mediumsize (from 100 to 1000 ases), and show thatthe presented paradigm signi�antly outperformsstandard Naive-Bayes.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Se-tion 2 desribes the Naive Bayes lassi�er In se-

tion 3 related work about Naive Bayes modi�a-tions and improvements is presented. The newproposed approah is presented in setion 4 andresults obtained are shown in setion 5. Finalsetion is dediated to onlusions and points outthe future work.2 Naive BayesGiven a database of ases onsisting of a set ofpreditor variables X1; X2; � � � ; Xn and a speialvariable Y whih value must be predited, beingeah of the N ases in the formCasei : X1 = x1i; X2 = x2i; � � � ; Xn = xni; Y = yland being, without lost of generality, Y = y1; Y =y2; � � � ; Y = ym the m possible values the lassvariable an take (the m ategories onsidered inthe lassi�ation problem), theoretially, Bayes'rule minimizes error by seleting the lass yj withthe largest posterior probability for a given ex-ample X of the form X =< X1 = x1; X2 =x2; � � � ; Xn = xn >, as indiated below:P (Y = yj jX) = P (Y = yj)P (XjY = yj)P (X) :Sine X is a omposition of n disrete values, onean expand this expression to:P (Y = yj jX1 = x1; :::; Xn = xn) =P (Y = yj)P (X1 = x1; :::; Xn = xnjY = yj)P (X1 = x1; :::; Xn = xn)where P (X1 = x1; :::; Xn = xnjY = yj) is theonditional probability of the instane X giventhe lass yj ; P (Y = yj) is the a priori proba-bility that one will observe lass yj ; P (X) is theprior probability of observing the instane X. Allthese parameters are estimated from the trainingset. However, a diret appliation of these rulesis diÆult due to the lak of suÆient data inthe training set to reliably obtain all the ondi-tional probabilities needed by the model. Onesimple form of the previous model has been stud-ied [16℄ that assumes independene of the obser-vations of feature variables X1; X2; :::; Xn giventhe lass variable Y , whih allows us to use thenext equalityP (X1 = x1; :::; Xn = xnjY = yj) _nYi=1P (Xi = xijY = yj)



Inteligenia Arti�ial V. 10, NÆ 31, 2006 65where P (Xi = xijY = yj) is the probability ofan instane of lass yj having the observed at-tribute value xi. In the ore of this paradigmthere is an assumption of independene betweenthe ourrene of features values, that is not truein many tasks; however, it is empirially demon-strated that this paradigm gives good results inmany real domains, typially in medial tasks. Areview of the health of Naive Bayes method at itsfortieth birthday an be found in [15℄.3 Related workSome tehniques have been developed to improvethe performane of the Naive Bayes lassi�er.Some of them apply di�erent Naive Bayes las-si�ers to di�erent regions of the input spae.Among them:� Langley developed the reursive NaiveBayes [13℄, an algorithm that reursivelyonstruts a hierarhy of probabilisti on-ept desriptions. Aording to the authorthe results are mixed and inonlusive, butinteresting enough to reommend loser ex-amination.� Kohavi presented the Naive Bayes tree [10℄,a hybrid algorithm. It generates a regularunivariate deision tree, but the leaves on-tain a Naive Bayes lassi�er built from theexamples that fall at this node. The ap-proah retains the interpretability of NaiveBayes and deision trees, while resulting inlassi�ers that frequently outperform bothonstituents, espeially in large datasets.Other approahes have foused on building newattributes that reet interdependenies betweenoriginal attributes. For example:� Kononenko desribed the semi Naive Bayeslassi�er [12℄. He attempted to join pairsof attributes, making a ross-produt at-tribute, based on statistial tests for inde-pendene. The experimental evaluation wasinonlusive.� Pazzani devised the onstrutive Bayesianlassi�er [18℄. It employs a wrapper modelto �nd the best Cartesian produt at-tributes from existing nominal attributes,onsidering deletion of existing attributes.

It has been shown to improve the NaiveBayes lassi�er.Other works fous in minimizing a quadrati lossfuntion instead of a 0-1 loss funtion as usual.For example:� Gama presented an algorithm that itera-tively update the ontingeny tables in or-der to improve the probability lass distri-bution assoiated with eah training exam-ple [6℄. Experimental evaluation shows mi-nor but onsistent gains in auray.4 Proposed approahIn boosting tehniques, a distribution or set ofweights over the training set is maintained. Oneah exeution, the weights of inorretly las-si�ed examples are inreased so that the baselearner is fored to fous on the hard examplesin the training set. A good desription of boost-ing an be found in [5℄.Following the idea of fousing in the hard ex-amples, we have investigated if it is possible toauto-boost a simple and well-known algorithm, asNaive Bayes. Our approah, Edited Naive Bayes,works as follows:� Leave-One-Out ross-validation is per-formed over the training set using the NaiveBayes algorithm� Inorretly lassi�ed instanes are dupli-ated� Naive Bayes algorithm is exeuted, for thetest ases, estimating the probabilities overthe augmented databaseA graphial representation of the proess an beviewed in Figure 1.The pseudoode of this approah is shown in Fig-ure 2Let us note that this approah is equivalent todupliate the weight of inorretly lassi�ed in-stanes, aording to LOO ross-validation withNaive Bayes.In this manner, the ore of this new approah on-sists of inating the training database adding the



66 Inteligenia Arti�ial V. 10, NÆ 31, 2006instanes mislassi�ed by the Naive Bayes algo-rithm, and then exeute again Naive Bayes overthe new database obtained. It has to be saidthat this approah inreases the omputationalost only in the model indution phase, while thelassi�ation osts are similar as in the originalNaive Bayes paradigm.
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Figure 1: Edition proess over the originaltraining setbegin EDITED NAIVE BAYESa) Let T be the training setb) Perform Leave-One-Out ross-validationover T using Naive Bayes) Let Mis(T ) be the set of mislassi�edinstanes in the previous stepd) Augmented(T ) = T [Mis(T )(dupliation of the mislassi�ed instanes)e) Create a model M using Naive Bayesover Augmented(T )f) Classify the test ases using Mend EDITED NAIVE BAYESFigure 2: The pseudoode of Edited NaiveBayes5 Experimental ResultsOur aim has been to test this algorithm over ahigh number of the well-known UCI repositorydatabases [1℄. To do so, we have seleted allthe databases of medium size (between 100 and1000 instanes) among those onverted to theMLC++ [11℄ format, and loated in this publirepository: [http://www.sgi.om/teh/ml/db/℄This amounts to 59 databases, from whih wehave seleted one of eah family of problems. Forexample, we have hosen monk1 and not monk1-ross, monk1-full or monk1-org. After this �-

nal seletion, we were left with the 41 databasesshown in Table 1.In order to give a real perspetive of appliedmethods, we have performed �ve times a 10-FoldCross-validation [20℄ in all experiments (50 dif-ferent data-test evaluation for eah dataset). Ineah of the �ve times, all databases have beenrandomly partitioned into ten sets. One of thesesets has been hold out as a test set and theother nine have been joined together to build thetraining set over whih the experiment is per-formed. This proedure has been repeated tentimes, one for eah subset. Obviously all thevalidation �les used have been always the samefor the two algorithms: Naive Bayes and our ap-proah, Edited Naive Bayes. We have made use ofthe MLC++ libraries to perform Leave-One-Outross-validation, 10-fold ross-validation as wellas the Naive Bayes lassi�ation algorithm. TheMLC++ outome has been the basis to edit theoriginal training set and this edited training sethas been presented again to MLC++ .In Table 1 the harateristis of the 41 databasesalong with the results of the experiments areshown. The error rates under the label NaiveBayes are the mean and the standard deviationof the �fty exeutions (�ve times 10-fold ross-validation) of the experiment using Naive Bayes.Likewise, the error rates under the label EditedNaive Bayes are those orresponding to EditedNaive Bayes over the same data. In boldfae isshown the best result for eah database. An ar-row pointing upwards (") means the method la-beling that olumn outperforms the other signi�-antly under a on�dene level of 95% aordingto Wiloxon signed rank test [21℄ . For example,Naive Bayes outperforms Edited Naive Bayes onAnneal database while Edited Naive Bayes out-performs Naive Bayes on Australian database.From Table 1, we an extrat the following on-lusions:� In 22 out of 41 databases, the aver-age error rate of Edited Naive Bayes islower than with Naive Bayes, while in 14databases Naive Bayes outperforms EditedNaive Bayes.� In 14 out of 41 databases that di�erene issigni�ative in favor of Edited Naive Bayesand in 8 ases is signi�ative against ouralgorithm.



Inteligenia Arti�ial V. 10, NÆ 31, 2006 67Table 1: The harateristis of the 41 databases used in this experiment, along with theerror rate of Naive Bayes (NB) and Edited Naive Bayes (ENB). The best result is written inboldfae. An " means that the method labeling that olumn outperforms the other aordingto Wiloxon signed rank test with a on�dene level of 95%. For the sake of ompleteness, arow with boosting NB (as implemented in MLC++ ) is inluded, performing roughly similar toENB (ENB vs. BoostingNB: +17 -16 =7).Database #Cases #Attrib #Classes Naive Bayes Edited NB Boosting NBAnneal 798 38 6 " 8.46�0.60 8.80�0.61 8.80�0.56Audiology 226 69 24 38.89�3.13 38.91�3.54 37.57�3.72Australian 690 14 2 22.90�1.36 "20.72�1.33 22.75�1.38Auto 205 26 7 41.02�2.72 40.05�3.37 40.95�2.14Balane-Sale 625 4 3 9.14�1.52 9.30�1.67 9.30�1.52Banding 238 29 2 "21.43�3.26 24.82�3.41 23.95�2.64Breast 699 10 2 3.86�0.77 4.01�0.79 3.86�0.77Breast-aner 286 9 2 "26.93�2.45 30.43�1.90 28.65�2.22Cars 392 8 3 0.51�0.34 0.51�0.34 0.51�0.34Cars1 392 7 3 "31.16�3.46 34.45�3.29 32.19�3.52Cleve 303 14 2 16.49�1.38 "15.52�1.79 16.17�1.51Corral 129 6 2 15.58�4.12 "9.29�2.76 13.97�3.57Crx 690 15 2 22.32�1.56 "21.45�1.41 21.74�1.43Diabetes 768 8 2 24.34�1.40 "23.43�1.18 24.34�1.40Ehoardiogram 132 7 2 28.96�2.91 26.65�3.40 28.96�2.91German 1000 20 2 24.60�1.70 24.30�1.13 25.50�1.60Glass 214 9 7 52.79�2.36 55.56�3.50 53.25�2.74Glass2 163 9 2 39.38�4.42 "35.66�3.68 38.12�4.84Hayes-Roth 162 4 3 31.25�3.49 "21.88�3.39 32.50�2.76Heart 270 13 2 "16.30�1.85 17.04�1.93 15.93�1.92Hepatitis 155 19 2 16.12�2.92 15.46�2.73 16.08�2.56Horse-oli 368 28 2 21.51�2.65 "18.50�2.09 18.24�2.48Hungarian 294 13 2 15.59�2.70 "15.24�2.34 15.57�2.78Ionosphere 351 34 2 15.10�1.76 "7.40�0.86 14.82�1.85Iris 150 4 3 4.67�1.42 4.67�1.42 4.67�1.42Liver-disorder 345 6 2 44.32�3.34 41.44�2.28 42.33�2.99Lymphography 148 19 4 19.57�2.88 "18.81�3.08 20.14�3.25Monk1 432 6 2 "25.03�1.95 51.14�2.17 30.10�2.02Monk2 432 6 2 "33.78�2.80 49.50�2.50 36.56�2.82Monk3 432 6 2 2.78�0.47 2.78�0.47 0.00�0.00Pima 768 8 2 24.10�1.88 "22.79�1.92 24.36�1.75Primary-org 339 17 22 "51.35�2.53 54.60�3.07 52.53�3.17Solar 323 11 6 32.81�2.46 33.13�2.36 32.17�2.37Sonar 208 59 2 31.21�3.60 "24.02�2.83 33.12�3.31ThreeOf9 512 9 2 19.74�1.92 19.55�2.02 18.76�1.74Ti-ta-toe 958 9 2 30.28�1.75 "27.77�1.47 19.42�1.95Tokyo1 963 44 2 11.57�1.76 11.47�1.96 11.47�1.78Vehile 846 18 4 54.59�1.41 55.09�1.56 Not appliable1Vote 435 16 2 9.66�0.68 9.43�0.65 4.36�0.86Wine 178 13 3 2.81�1.25 2.81�1.25 2.81�1.25Zoo 101 16 7 12.91�4.96 12.91�4.96 12.91�4.96In Table 2 and 3 are summarized these data.When restrited to problems with just two lasses, the omparison between the two algo-rithms yields better �gures for Edited NaiveBayes. In this ase, the rate of wins-losses of1MLC++ fails to build a ategorizer with error below 50%



68 Inteligenia Arti�ial V. 10, NÆ 31, 2006Edited Naive Bayes against Naive Bayes is 19-6 from a total of 26 databases, while the numberof these wins whih are signi�ative is 12-5.This improvement when restrited to two-lassesdatabases, an be notied more graphially whenomparing the entries for Glass and Glass2 in Ta-ble 1. Glass2 is a subset of Glass where the sevenoriginal lasses have been put together in just twodi�erent lasses. The results for Glass are bet-ter (but not signi�antly) for the original NaiveBayes, while in the ase of Glass2 Edited NaiveBayes outperforms Naive Bayes signi�antly.We have performed another statistial test, nowregarding the number of times one algorithm de-feats the other when run over the same database.Thus, we an see eah of the exeutions of the�ve times 10-fold ross-validation as a math andreord the number of mathes an algorithm de-feats the other. If this is done for every database,it is possible to hek again these results aord-ing to Wiloxon test, and obtain the followingresults: over the 41 databases, the di�erene issigni�ative for a on�dene level of 68%, whilewhen applied to the 26 two-lasses databases,that on�dene level raises to 90%.6 Conlusions and FurtherWorkIn this paper a modi�ation of Naive Bayes is pre-sented. The main idea is to augment the training

test dupliating the inorretly lassi�ed ases a-ording to Naive Bayes when performing Leave-One-Out ross-validation.The experimental results support the idea thatsuh edition of the training set an lead to goodresults, frequently outperforming Naive Bayes. Ina number of ases these results are signi�ant a-ording to Wiloxon signed rank test. Suh re-sults seems to be improved when applied to two-lasses problems.Further work involves a haraterization of thedatabases for whih this proedure performs bet-ter, as well as other more elaborated ways of edit-ing the training set. For example, not just dupli-ating the mislassi�ed instanes, but repeatingthem other number of times. More omplex jointprobability distributions in form of Bayesian net-works strutures are also to be tested with thisdatabase edition new idea, as well as new om-binations of the proposed model with some stan-dard paradigms [14℄.
7 AknowledgmentsThis work has been supported by the Uni-versity of the Basque Country under grant1/UPV00140.226-E-15412/2003 and by theGipuzkoako Foru Aldundia OF-838/2004.Table 2: Summary of the results of Table 1Naive Bayes Edited Naive Bayes #DatabasesBetter in average 14 22 41Signi�antly better (95%) 8 13 41Table 3: Summary of the results of Table 1 when restrited to two-lasses databasesNaive Bayes Edited Naive Bayes #DatabasesBetter in average 6 19 26Signi�antly better (95%) 5 12 26
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